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The Giant Jumperee
Rabbit was hopping home one day when he heard a loud voice coming from inside his burrow.
I'M THE GIANT JUMPEREE AND I'M SCARY AS CAN BE! When Rabbit's friends Cat, Bear
and Elephant come to help they are each scared away in turn by the mysterious voice. He can
squash you like a flee He will sting you like a bee And he's taller than a tree! But who is the
Giant Jumperee?
A fantastic new picture book all about a football-playing spider, written by Julia Donaldson,
author of The Gruffalo, with glorious full colour illustrations from the talented Sebastian Braun
and a sparkling, glittery foiled cover. Spinderella the spider has a passion for football! She tries
to play a match with her brothers and sisters but she doesn't know how many spiders should
be on each team. Even worse, she can't count the goals! Luckily for Spinderella, her Hairy
Godmother has a plan . . . Julia Donaldson does it again in this hugely engaging and funny
story all about football, spiders and counting - what's not to love! The perfect picture book for
children of all ages - boys and girls alike. Julia Donaldson is the internationally renowned
author of the best-loved picture books in the world, including The Gruffalo, What the Ladybird
Heard, Sugarlump and the Unicorn and Night Monkey, Day Monkey. Julia Donaldson's
collaborations with Axel Scheffler have sold millions of copies, and Room on the Broom is now
an Academy Award-nominated short film. Sebastian Braun studied fine and applied arts at
Strasbourg University. He moved to London in 2000 and since then has been working
exclusively on children's picture books, having been published by Orchard, Walker, Campbell,
HarperCollins and Puffin.
In this play, all the animals are terrified of the Giant Jumperee's loud voice from a burrow. The
along comes Frog who recognizes the voice and persuades the Jumperee to reveal itself.
Illustrated by Trevor Dunton
A gorgeous lift-the-flap counting game that pairs parent animals with their babies, from the
bestselling author of Room on the Broom. From a bat and its pup, to a frog and its twelve
tadpoles, young readers will delight in counting each creature's babies and learning unusual
scientific names for young animals. With rhyming text, lift-the-flaps and peekaboo holes, and a
surprise search-and-find element, this is a read-aloud delight and preschool must-have.
Hippo isn't sure how to be himself when friends say, "You should walk like me! Sing like me!
Dance like me! You should! You should!"
"A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood. A fox saw the mouse and the mouse
looked good."Walk further into the deep dark wood, and discover what happens when a quickwitted mouse comes face to face with an owl, a snake ... and a hungry Gruffalo!Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's The Gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become
a best-selling phenomenon across the world with over 13.5 million copies sold. This awardwinning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way into the hearts and
bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue to enchant children
for years and years to come. No home should be without The Gruffalo! This edition features
the classic story with a stunning redesigned cover and beautiful finish, making it a must-have
addition to the bookshelves of all Donaldson and Scheffler fans - big and small!Also available
with redesigned covers are The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The Snail and the
Whale, The Smartest Giant in Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, and A
Squash and a Squeeze.
Although much quieter than the farm animals that moo, cluck or oink, a gentle ladybug is
instrumental in foiling a plan to steal the farm's prize-winning cow. By the author of The
Gruffalo.
When Little Miss Princess hears that Mr. Bump is injured, she goes to his house to help him
with chores, but finds out she isn't very good at things like cooking, grocery shopping or
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cleaning.

The first two titles in a picture book series of the immensely successful board
books by the award-winning creators of THE GRUFFALO, ROOM ON THE
BROOM and THE SMARTEST GIANT IN TOWN.
2013 Caldecott Honor Book. From New York Times bestselling author Toni
Buzzeo and Caldecott Medal winning illustrator David Small, comes a cool tale
about an unlikely friendship. On a spontaneous visit to the aquarium, straightlaced and proper Elliot discovers his dream pet: a penguin. When he asks his
father if he may have one (please and thank you), his father says yes. Elliot
should have realized that Dad was probably thinking of a toy penguin, not a real
one… Clever illustrations and a wild surprise ending make this sly, silly tale a kidpleaser from start to finish.
Charlie Cook is reading a book about a pirate captain, who is reading a book
about Goldilocks, who is reading about a knight, who is reading about a frog...
From kings and queens to aliens and ghosts, there's something for everyone in
Charlie's amazing book of adventure! Charlie Cook's Favourite Book is both
entertaining and original - a sure-fire winner from the unparalleled picture-book
partnership of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, creators of The Gruffalo. This
handy board book format is perfect for younger readers. It features the classic
story with a stunning new cover design and beautiful finish, making it a musthave for even the smallest Donaldson and Scheffler fans! Also available in board
book format and with striking new cover designs are: The Gruffalo, The Gruffalo's
Child, Room on the Broom, The Snail and the Whale, The Smartest Giant in
Town, Monkey Puzzle and A Squash and a Squeeze.
When Nancy and her accident-prone pen pal Ally meet for the first time, the
unlikely duo discover that they are more like sisters than just good friends.
Winner of the 2018 Chen Bochui International Children's Literature Award for
Best Picture Book of the YearA hugely entertaining animal ABC guessing game
with stunning peep-through pages and fold-out flaps, by bestselling author Julia
Donaldson and award-winning illustrator Sharon King-Chai. Now available in
paperback.Can you guess who has more legs than a butterfly? And who is
wrinklier than a hedgehog?Each page draws you further into a beautifully vibrant
world of huge elephants, slithery snakes and growling tigers, inviting you to
compare one animal to another and learn comparison words and adjectives from
the natural world.With vivid, eye-catching artwork and an exotic array of animals
to marvel over, Animalphabet is a gorgeous book to treasure and read over and
over again.
With more than 200 words to find and learn, this large lift-the-flap book is a
perfect introduction to key words. From nature to toys and vehicles to the home,
children will have endless fun learning to read with My Little World.
On the third afternoon of going to the library with her brother Henry, Beatrice
finally finds something she enjoys doing.
Rabbit has a problem--someone is inside her house and won't let her in.
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Rabbit was hopping home one day when he heard a loud voice coming from
inside his burrow. "I'm the giant jumperee and i'm scary as can be!" But who are
the giant jumperee?
"An illustrated introduction to the state of Florida"-All fans of Julia Donaldson's should read the enchanting tale of The Dinosaur's
Diary. Surviving and finding a safe place to lay her eggs is difficult for
Hypsilophodon with dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus Rex around. When she falls
into a mysterious pool and finds herself on a modern farm there are still
problems. Finally she finds a safe place to hatch her babies, but how can she
keep thirteen baby dinosaurs safe and secret? When the farmer catches one Hector - and plans to take him to the vet, it's up to Hypsilophodon and her fiesty
daughter, Henrietta, to get him back. After a daring rescue, Hypsilophodon takes
all her youngsters back through the mysterious pool to her own world. ***A
perfect read-aloud book for children age 7+*** ***Julia Donaldson is one of
today's most loved children's book authors*** Julia Donaldson has a fast-growing
reputation as a children's writer. She won the Smarties Prize and the Blue Peter
Award for The Gruffalo, illustrated by Axel Scheffler. Since then, Julie and Axel
have collaborated on a number of highly successful and award-winning picture
books, including The Gruffalo's Child and Room on the Broom. Julia lives in
Glasgow. 'Donaldson's flair for a good story extends way up the age-scale' The
Times 'canters along, full of fun and energy' The Scotsman Visit
www.juliadonaldson.co.uk for
A warm sty to lie in and cool mud for a wallow are not enough to satisfy two
bored pigs named Bertha and Briggs. Their minds are bent on money and riches.
So when they find a treasure chest, they head straight for town. They buy
dresses and suits, an expensive new car, and a house filled with gadgets. Now
they'll live the good life. But the gadgets cause a lot of trouble. The car breaks
down; the washer overflows; the TV goes on the blink. Bertha and Briggs are
working so hard, they have no time to play! Soon their new clothes are thrown to
the wind, and two happy pigs head back to the country for a carefree roll in the
mud. Helen Oxenbury gleefully illustrates Bertha and Briggs bumbling their way
through a life of luxury. And kids will agree that romping and playing beat mowing
the lawn any day!
From two bestselling and awardwinning creators comes a magical, lyrical
celebration of babies' first experiences. From the comfort of home to the
adventure of the great outdoors, from family to first encounters with nature,
Welcome to the World revels in the joy that comes with sharing this new world
with children, and seeing it through their eyes. A perfect read-aloud story for
sharing from Julia Donaldson and Helen Oxenbury.
Full of silliness, alliteration and sound repetition to help children learn as they
play; stimulates imagination; develops pre-reading skills, including matching and
sorting; encourages storytelling.From Goldilocks to Puss in Boots, Snow White to
the Big, Bad Wolf, readers will make up their own funny stories and create
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original fairy tale characters as they flip through the split pages of&nbspMuddle
and Match Fairy Tales&nbspand muddle things up!
As part of the new Let's Read Together collection, this humorous story of
friendship encourages language development in young readers. Early one
morning, a funny noise wakes up Duck. It sounds like pshhh-pshh, and it is
coming from right under her bed! Duck is not quite sure what it is, and she is too
afraid to look... Let's Read Together is an ideal series to share special reading
time with a child while introducing important gentle lessons. The series explores
a variety of topics, including friendship, acceptance, teamwork, and empathy, all
the while encouraging the development of language and reading skills.
A group of animals goes shopping in a clothing store.
Mommy takes Tom and his toy monkey Pippo on a shopping trip.
Jumbeelia, a girl giant, loves the stories of the iggly plop who climbed up the bimblestonk and
was chased back down again by a giant. Growing her own bimblestonk, she climbs down it
and finds a whole world of iggly plops - our world, in fact, where Colette, Stephen and Poppy
are very surprised to find themselves collected up into a bag and carried off back up the
beanstalk. So begins a wild and wonderful tale of how three children escape from an overenthusiastic giant girl, her very-pregnant giant mum, and her very nasty adolescent giant
brother. A BIG adventure for some tiny people!
Two of the world's most celebrated picture book creators, Julia Donaldson and Helen
Oxenbury, team up for the first time in this jaunty animal fable for fans of The Gruffalo and
We're Going on a Bear Hunt Rabbit arrives home one day to hear a loud voice coming from
inside his burrow: "I'm the Giant Jumperee and I'm scary as can be!" shouts the stranger.
Rabbit's friends Cat, Bear, and Elephant come to help, but they're no match for the mysterious,
booming voice. But who is the Giant Jumperee? Find out in this new read-aloud classic from
internationally bestselling author Julia Donaldson, beautifully brought to life by award-winning
illustrator Helen Oxenbury.
A chunky touch and feel book based on the bestselling modern classic, The Gruffalo.
The nation's favourite bedtime story, now in a classic board book format with a fresh cover
design!"A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood, A fox saw the mouse and the
mouse looked good." Walk further into the deep dark wood, and discover what happens when
a quick-witted mouse comes face to face with an owl, a snake... and a hungry Gruffalo! Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's The Gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become
a best-selling phenomenon across the world with over 13.5 million copies sold. This awardwinning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way into the hearts and
bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue to enchant children
for years and years to come. No home should be without The Gruffalo! This handy board book
format is perfect for younger readers. It features the classic story with a stunning redesigned
cover and beautiful finish, making it a must-have for even the smallest Donaldson and
Scheffler fans! Also available in board book format and with striking redesigned covers are:
The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The Snail and the Whale, The Smartest Giant in
Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, and A Squash and a Squeeze.
Mindful Storytime presents: Crab & Whale. An imaginative and engaging way to introduce
mindfulness to children. How can a tiny crab help a big, beached whale? This charming and
heartwarming story is the first book in the Mindful Storytime series. Authors Mark Pallis and
Christiane Kerr bring their considerable experience to bear by subtly introducing mindfulness
for kids in a delightful story that children will enjoy again and again. The book also includes a
mindful breathing exercise and affirmation for children. For those interested in mindfulness for
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kids, this book is a must. "A truly heartwarming story celebrating kindness and gently
introducing children to the life-changing power of mindfulness." - Sir Anthony Seldon, former
Headmaster & mindfulness in schools pioneer "My 5 year old loved this story, and it gave us
the opportunity to explore how we could bring kindness into our life. We now practice breathing
together." Sarah Mackenzie, Parent "A lovely way to introduce mindfulness to early years and
KS1" - Rosie Beharrell, Primary School Teacher Mindful Storytime: Each story in the Mindful
Storytime series is based around a "Frame of Mind" that make up mindfulness practice. We
use the qualities below to gently introduce mindfulness skills such as awareness of breath,
body and our surroundings: Kindness Patience Acceptance Curiosity Generosity Gratitude
Packed with stickers, colouring and puzzles, there's plenty to keep Tiddler fans busy for hours.
Included in the book: over 130 reusable stickers, recipes, bunting, finger puppets, colouring-in,
dot-to-dots, spot the difference, mazes, simple word searches and more!
Originally published: London, England: Walker Books, 2016.

The laughter never ends with Oi Frog and Friends! The board book edition of the
hilarious rhyming story. The absurdly funny sequel to the bestselling Oi Frog, this will
have children rolling around with laughter! *Winner of the Laugh Out Loud Picture Book
Award* *Shortlisted for the Sainsbury's Book Award* Cat is a stickler for rules: cats sit
on mats, hares sit on chairs and, however irritating, dogs must sit on frogs. That's until
Frog decides to change the status quo ... But will Cat want to sit on gnats instead of
cushy mats? Will spiders like sitting on gliders? Will whales like sitting on nails? And,
most importantly, where is FROG going to sit? "This is a gigglingly delightful book, a
perfect match of words and pictures to entertain again and again." Daily Mail Can't get
enough? Look out for: Oi Frog, Oi Cat, Oi Duck-billed Platypus, Oi Puppies Oi Frog and
Friends is a top ten bestselling series. Loved by children and parents, the books have
won numerous awards, including the Laugh Out Loud Picture Book Award, and been
shortlisted for many more!
Hundreds of fascinating facts are waiting to be unearthed in this book from Aleksandra
and Daniel Mizielinski, the creative duo behind 'Maps'. Dive below the surface, and find
out what happens under the earth and under the water. From early submarines and
deep-sea life, to burrowing animals and man-made tunnels - you will never look at the
world in the same way again!
Sequel to Edward Lear's classic poem The Owl and the Pussy-cat.
Everyone's favourite accident-prone dragon is back - and now you can join in the fun
too! This fantastic new activity book is based on the bestselling book ZOG, by Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler. Packed with press-outs, colouring and puzzles, there's
plenty to keep Zog fans busy for hours. Included in the book: press-out dragon mobile,
press-out crown, make your own Egg-Box Zog, over 100 reusable stickers, recipes,
bunting, finger puppets, postcards, colouring-in, dot-to-dots, spot the difference, mazes,
simple word searches and more!
A warm tale about a friendly giant whose heart is better than his dress sense!
After searching high and low for his missing pants, Belbum the giant asks his friends if
he can borrow their trousers, but when none of the clothes fit him he realizes there is
only one thing left for him to do--walk to the tailor in town with no pants on.
6 has a problem. Everyone knows that 7 is always after him. Word on the street is that
7 ate 9. If that's true, 6's days are numbered. Lucky for him, Private I is on the case. But
the facts just don't add up. It's odd. Will Private I put two and two together and solve the
problem . . . or is 6 next in line to be subtracted?
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